
Where are areas of surplus and deficit located globally?`

YEAR

Changing 
Climate?

How does the 
weather affect 
us?

What is our image 
of Africa?

Is Kenya likely to stay 
poor?

‘ Geography is the subject which holds the key to our future. ’  MICHAEL PALIN 

Geography Learning Journey

What does it mean 
to be a 
Geographer? 

Map skills

What is our local 
place like?

How do 
settlements 
change?

What happens 
when the land 
meets the sea?

How do these 
processes create 
landforms?

How can 
coastlines be 
managed?

Why is the Middle East 
important?

How do rivers 
shape our 
land??

Why are rivers 
important in our 
lives??

Is China the future 
world super power?

How do environments 
contrast?

What are 
impacts of 
tectonic events?

Why do we live in a 
risky world?

How are we 
changing the 
tropical 
rainforest?

How is the 
worlds 
population 
changing?

Why do people 
migrate and what is 
the impact?

How does 
globalization affect 
us?

What are the 
benefits and 
problems of 
globalisation?

How have 
glaciers shaped 
the land?

How can 
weather be 
hazardous?

What evidence is there 
to  suggest climate 
change  is a natural 
process?

How do plate 
tectonics shape our 
world?

What makes a 
landscape 
distinctive?

What influences 
the landscapes 
of the UK?

Why are natural 
ecosystems 
important?

Why should 
tropical 
rainforests matter 
to us?

Is there more to 
polar environments 
than ice?

Why do more 
than half the 
worlds 
population 
live in urban 
areas?

What are the 
challenges and 
opportunities for 
cities??

Why are some 
countries richer 
than others?

How is the UK changing 
in the 21st Century??

Are LIDCs likely to 
stay poor?

Is the UK losing its global 
significance?

Will we run out of 
natural resources?

Can we feed 9 
billion people by 
2050?

Coastal landscapes and 
change.

Regenerating 
places.

Tectonic processes and 
hazards.

Globalisation.

The carbon cycle 
and energy 
security.

The water cycle and 
water security.

Super powers.
Health human rights 
and intervention

Independent 
investigation?
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Why does Russia’s 
geography give it 
advantages and 
disadvantages?


